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FORWARDING SERVICE REQUESTED

JOHN SCOTT
PO BOX 441656
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46244-1656
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



\documentclass{letter}
% We're setting up the creation of a #10 business envelope, which is 9.5in by 4.125in.
% EnvLab likes to position the envelope rotated within a Letter page by default, which
% might've used to be necessary, but nowadays is a hindrance to printing on modern systems.
% EnvLab's default behavior of capitalizing our address interferes with being able
% to insert our own commands into the address.
\usepackage[businessenvelope,norotateenvelopes,noprintbarcodes,nocapaddress]{envlab}
% For modern print setups, we want the PDF page size to be exactly the same size as the envelope.
\usepackage[paperwidth=9.5in,paperheight=4.125in]{geometry}
% Embed this source code into the final PDF so we don't lose it and so folks can see how it was made.
\usepackage[main]{embedall}
% We're going to include an Intelligent Mail barcode.
% The April 22, 2007 release was the first to include support.
\usepackage{pst-barcode}[2007/04/22]
\usepackage[absolute]{textpos}
% Without this command, the address prints too low for us,
% especially since we need to include 'Forwarding Service Requested' and blank space around it.
\setlength{\ToAddressTopMargin}{-0.25in}

\makelabels

\begin{document}
\startlabels
% Note: The USPS recommends two spaces in front of a ZIP+4 code.

% The Intelligent Mail barcode is broken down as follows.
% The first two digits are always '00' for letters.
% The '300' means that this is going via ordinary first-class mail with no special services.
% This is the so-called Service Type Identifier; refer to https://postalpro.usps.com/service-type-identifiers/stidtable
% for where I got this magic value.

% The '903373542' is the Mailer ID I was assigned by the postal service for use with my PO Box.
% It typically is used to refer to the sender, but since this is a return envelope it's acceptable to use my own.
% The '000000' is a so-called serial number that can be set to anything I want, and which I choose not to use.
% The rest is the ZIP+4 with delivery point code and is identical to the POSTNET barcode contents.

% The reason we include Forwarding Service Requested on the envelope, even though this is the default
% for first class mail, is that this tells the users of this envelope not to put their own ancillary
% service endorsements on. That's because the Intelligent Mail barcode is going to encode this, and
% it's the only sane choice for an envelope that need not have a return address.

% According to Quick Service Guide 507 - Ancillary Service Endorsements available at
% https://postalpro.usps.com/QSG_507 we need to have a quarter inch of room around the endorsement.
\begin{textblock*}{0.75in}(8.5in,0.125in)
\begin{center}
\small Place first-class or international postage here
\end{center}
\end{textblock*}

\mlabel{}{FORWARDING SERVICE REQUESTED\vspace{0.25in}\\JOHN SCOTT\\
PO BOX 441656\\
INDIANAPOLIS IN\ \ 46244-1656\\
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA\vspace{6pt}\\
\psbarcode{0030090337354200000046244165656}{}{onecode}}
\end{document}
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